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ABSTRACT
YouTube has been recognized as one of the influential platforms as a social medium, allowing people across
the world to express their thoughts and ideas through sharing videos. The travel-related videos have produced
the second-highest searched results from its users of this giant social media in recent years. This study is
basically based on an exploratory approach to discover the beneficial uses of YouTube as a promotional
platform for travel businesses. To gain insight into the projection, information from secondary sources is
investigated. A good quality video with logical contents containing the real scenario of travel products can be
placed on YouTube to attract attention from a mass population in a very short time. The presentation of the
information in this study, collected from established sources will construct an understanding of the online
promotional tool and YouTube as one of them in influencing potential travelers. It will also provide an idea
about the effectiveness of YouTube as a promotional tool for business through the revenue generation it has
been earning from advertising. Bangladesh tourism and its stakeholders can take advantage of this online stage
to make people aware of their products and services.
Keywords: Tourism, YouTube, Online platforms, Promotion, Tourism products, Marketing and Travel.
INTRODUCTION:
While the world has been experiencing an increment in
the number of visitors in the recent time, the
technological sufficiency of travel marketers leaving
the business world to a complete new room in
attracting the potential travelers’ attentions and
eventually influence their decision making. The fastest
growing industry has encountered a consecutive
growth for the last ten years where the new number of
internal tourists’ arrival reached at 1.9 billion globally
in 2019, an increase of 4 percent from the last year
(UNWTO, 2020). The opportunities from digitization,
innovation, societal formation and enhancement in
accessibility have called for the introduction of
sophisticated strategies to place this sector as a sustainUniversePG l www.universepg.com

able one while focusing on the quality rather than the
quantity. The idea of becoming travelers, surpassing
the traditional tourist recognition among the potential
markets has pushed the industry holders into a
challenging situation in placing their tourism products
combining both the experience and authenticity where
it emerges as a result of new destination arrivals,
changes in consumer profiles and online travel
facilities (Hossain et al., 2020; Atrevia, 2019).
The increasing competition among the destinations has
initiated thoughts among the tourism marketers to
bring changes in business strategies to such a phase
where the goal of increased customer awareness,
promotion of brands and economic outcomes can be
attained (Picincu, 2018). The government of many
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nations has provided emphasis on the marketing of
their destinations to promote their tourism products as
well as enhance their economic progressions. The new
era of business arising from the technological boom
has made it unthinkable to promote and distribute
tourism products without the contemplation of
distribution channels based on technology such as the
internet (UNWTO, 1999). The pattern of uses among
the potential travelers regarding technological products
and information based platforms, has become one of
the major examining factors for the tourism service
providers to understand the emerging interactive
technologies and other internet based gadgets to
capitalize them in informing the markets about their
products and ultimately grasp the targeted markets.
The internet and its features in terms of business
promotion such as social media, web presence,
blogging, search engine optimization, email marketing
and online advertising have shown the best way to
ensure the enhancement of communication and to let
the markets know about the contents of the service
providers (Techroadians, 2020).
The popular marketing model known as AIDA
(Awareness, Interest, Desire, and Action) confronted
an achievement in dealing with its components through
digital marketing where the browsers sets the interest
making people aware about different destinations and
once the desire is formed, let the potential markets to
take action by booking and buying their trips
(Pitanatri, 2016). The growth of internet users
worldwide has created a newer platform for travel
businesses to make aware their potential customers
through video content sharing about their products
using YouTube, a social media platform with a goal to
stimulate the market in the most cost effective way. As
an online marketing platform, YouTube has already
accomplished the goal of convincing projected travel
markets and it can be seen from a statistics provided by
Goggle.com that the YouTube travel searches has
reached at around 88 percent regarding destinations,
attractions and other travel ideas in 2019 (Steeves,
2019). So, digital marketing could be an influential
tool for the upcoming travel businesses to interact and
engage with their potential consumers in the most
effective way.
UniversePG l www.universepg.com

Objectives of the research
The main objectives to commence this study for the
following reasons; one is to review the trends of travel
promotion from YouTube and the other is to represent
the significance of online travel promotion.
Outcomes of the research
The technological advancements have ushered us to
such a direction where the potential markets of any
kind of business are thriving in establishing their
marketing strategies to touch their projected benefit
lines in recent time. The current research will provide
us an in-depth understanding on online marketing for
tourism products and deliver evidence on the use
of YouTube to introduce this approach for assuring
business goal fruition. Bangladesh has been fighting to
lay a proper marketing strategy for a long time, even
its commencing period in the tourism marathon reveals
inefficiency in this occasion. This study will
minimally represent the current certainty about
promotional strategies in tourism marketing and
convey the idea of implementing online marketing
tools such as YouTube.
Literature Review
Today, the business environment forms the way its
marketing plan developed prior to the actual action of
that particular farm where marketing defines the
available selling options and directs the platforms to
sell, eventually makes the best out of the opportunities.
Tourism businesses cover a wide range of sectors such
as accommodation, transportation, food supplies,
attractions and entertainment facilities where marketing plays a significant role same as the traditional
business having certain dissimilarities in terms of
product characteristics. So, the current research has
tried to represent the literature regarding tourism
marketing, available promotional tools for tourism
businesses, online based promotional tools for tourism
and of course the role of YouTube as an online
promotional to meet the objective of this study.
Tourism marketing - Marketing generally comes in
maintaining a relationship which denotes specific
actions for a certain business as there are varieties in
the marketing process based on the platform, audience
and the marketplace. The goal of marketing is not
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beyond the organizational one where the profitability
of the firm remains priority ensuring the satisfaction of
the target market through providing values (Cohen,
2011; Sardar et al., 2020). Philip Kotler defines
marketing as the combin-ation of art and science where
he identifies the exploration, creation and delivery of
values to satisfy a target market at profit. Tourism
marketing basically works with the destination image
and branding of the image to the targeted market. As
the nature of the tourism product differs from the
traditional products, the tourism products require a
dedicated plan for individual products. The purpose of
tourism marketing majorly involved in attracting
visitors to a certain destination where it can be an
attraction, a hotel, a entertainment facility or anything
that satisfies the needs of the visitors, focusing on the
location marketing, activity marketing and corporate
marketing as a result (Bhasin, 2019).
Promotional tools for tourism products - Most of the
time, the destination management organizations are
responsible for promoting a particular destination to
the specific potential markets matching the nature of
that destination (Gartrell, 1994). But the tourism
industry is not confined in destination marketing alone.
That is why; promotion is often regarded as a supportive tool for the potential consumers of tourism
products to make their buying decisions depending on
the information provided by the suppliers of tourism
products fading away the information gap between
suppliers and potential customers of tourism products
(Esu & Ebitu, 2010). Effective marketing strategy for
tourism remains the prerequisite to establish the
potential tourism destinations and travel services for
specific target markets which calls for the necessity of
planning and implementing promotional strategies in
destination sites (Hossain, 2020; Morrison, 2013).
A participatory approach is necessary when developing
promotional strategies for tourism products combining
the respected stakeholders depending on the genre of
the product (Bujdoso et al., 2014). Tourism promotional tools basically come in five traditional formats to
communicate with potential consumers using
advertising, sales promotion, public relation, personal
selling and direct marketing (Hasan et al., 2015).
Direct marketing communication where the use of
mail, telephone, non-personal contact, mail shots,
UniversePG l www.universepg.com

leaflets inserted in the daily magazines are utilized to
ensure connectivity with a specific number of
customers. Whereas incentives such as discounts on
purchase provides an option where the combination of
intermediary push and consumer pull offers impulse
incentives for the markets (Middleton & Clarke, 2001).
To bring out positivity about a certain product
sometimes backed by the sponsorship from the owners
of those products while generating awareness about the
products and company also (Jobber & Fahy, 2003).
But the digital explosion of information has revealed
the idea of digital marketing which avails the
opportunities of using different promotional tools such
as websites, email, Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, and
YouTube to make markets updated about the services
offered by the suppliers (Luis, 2019).
Online Based Promotional Tools for Tourism - The
changing nature of the business environment continuously leaves the most challenges for the marketing
department of a particular organization and influences
to set up strategies to adopt the change with the time
being. In recent time, the digitization of each facility
and the increased dependence on online platforms to
avail those facilities by the consumers has created a
new stage to interact between the suppliers and
consumers. The tourism industry is not out of it and
even facing more concern rather than other industries.
The introduction of social media, video content sharing
and content based marketing has been playing the
driving role in creating successful destination
marketing tactics (Camille, 2018). There will be some
benefit in using an online based platform for tourism
business to eradicate the intermediaries and work as an
alternative channel for the promotion, communication
and distribution of services as well as provide cost
effective travel opportunities for the potential travelers
(Martorell and Gabriel, 2002). The necessity of creating visuals for products and continuous customer
feedback calls for such a phase where the promotional
tools can be applied in a collaborative way where
necessary to meet the demand of both marketers and
consumers. Travel brands can easily make their actions
easier in terms of communicating with their service
users, specifying potential travelers and engaging with
respective stakeholders through a customized
application helped by Facebook (Rahman, 2017).
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There are several opportunities available such as
online banner, email newsletter, blog, promo video
sharing and so on which can be used to promote
tourism products with appropriate selection of websites
where the targeted customer will visit. The online
platform not only ensures the communication between
the marketers and prospective buyers but also enables
firms to track the effectiveness of their actions through
services like Google analytics (Shrigwin, 2019). There
are certain facilities provided by the internet to businesses to operate their promotional activities such as
Hotjar and Brand24 for monitoring social media
insights, content marketing platforms like Canava and
Ubersuggest, collaboration tools like Dropbox and so
on.
YouTube as a Promotional Tool - The world's
second largest search engines on the internet after
Goggle, YouTube has become the hub of video sharing
platforms where the actual travelers have been sharing
their experiences with no influences from the actual
service providers and converting the viewers into
tourists (Gale, 2017). As the people are spending more
time on YouTube, it has become a place to grasp the
attention of potential tourists using the video
optimization and promote the products to the targeted
markets (White, 2019). The concept of video marketing has achieved a thrust with the introduction of
YouTube where the main goal is to experience web
traffic and let people know about the products. This
process seems to be a reality now as statistics shows
people all over the world spend 1 billion hours of
watching videos on YouTube where it is also found
that the age group of 18 to 49 has been spending more
time on mobile than cable TV (Brenner, 2018).
A statistics from 2009 which tells the 98.1 million
users are sharing their contents, comments at that time
which eventually let the business giants to use this tool
as tourism marketing tool and attract a large number of
audiences (Sofia & Brian, 2016). This popular video
hosting platform could be applied as an advance
channel to bring with the new products of tourism
where the introduction, brand establishment,
promotion, monitoring and on demand service
provision of certain products can be achieved.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS:
The purpose of the study mainly confined in proving
the necessity of YouTube as a promotional tool for
business particularly for tourism enterprises and
presenting the current trends has been faced by the
business environment as result of video marketing
through YouTube. The data which are used throughout
the study comprise both the quantitative and
qualitative nature. The data are based on secondary
sources such as blogs, corporate websites, e-journals,
articles and ebooks.
The quantitative data which are used in this study
collected through verifiable sources. The objectives of
the study have been explained in two segments in the
whole study where the scope of online promotional
tools and their scopes for businesses are discussed in
the literature review section. The current trends and the
evidence of uses of YouTube in business promotion
have been backed by the quantitative data sources in
the discussion and analysis section. The limitation of
this study is not only involved in absence of data
availability but also the specific sources of the data
sometimes create confusion in considering those to
include in this study ultimately result in a smaller
research area.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:
This section focuses on people’s behavior and how
they are moving towards internet based platforms for
communication and other activities related to their
personal interests from grocery shopping to travel
making. And the trends of online marketing as well as
the operations of different varieties are also discussed
here with the help of some statistics from secondary
sources. The advancements of technology have been
providing opportunities for the business world to
interact with their targeted markets through internet
based platforms. On the demand side, the behavior of
people around the world has been changing
continuously with the development of available
communication gadgets along with platforms. The
Internet has become one of the human hubs because of
its ability in terms of dealing with services such as
increased accessibility, research facilities, innovative
learning, business deals and of course socialization of
the human race all over the world (Dagostino, 2020).
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The below figure provides us a generic view on the
digitization of today’s world and how people are
indispensable in terms of depending on them to get the
best out of it.
Table 1: Global digital snapshots (Kemp, 2020)
Internet User

4.54 billion

Social Media User

3.80 billion

Mobile Phone User

5.19 billion

Average Internet Usage

6 hours 3 minutes each day

Internet Use via Mobile

92% Users of Internet

The businesses have been turning to the newer format
of marketing to utilize the maximum benefits from
digitization. The marketing strategies of firms have
also been changed a lot to cope up with the behavioral
pattern of potential markets to interact and it can be
seen from the recent data on internet advertising trends
of 2020 where it has shown, 48.66% companies have
been using online advertising using different
platforms.
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

86%

destinations, point of interests or other travel ideas in
2019 (Tsvetkov, 2019). YouTube has become a
platform for communication over a period of time and
it has driven the businesses to focus on that particular
place to aware their potential market about products
and services. The below statistics have shown the
impact of YouTube it has been creating on the internet
worldwide.
Table 2: YouTube traffic over the Internet (Aslam,
2020)
Active User
Daily Active User
Videos Watched Daily
Mobile YouTube Views Daily
YouTube Watch by global Internet population

2 billion
30 million
5 billion
1 billion
95%

Mobile Based YouTube Traffic on Internet

37%

Such huge online traffic has created an option for the
business firm to promote their products and services on
that platform. The YouTube earning from advertising
alone represents the reliance on it for online
promotion.

80%
Ads Revenue in millions US Dollars

66%
43%

15,149
11,155

8,150

Social Media Display Ads Paid Search Retargeted
Ads
Marketing
Ads

Fig 1: Businesses’ share on the online advertising
platform (Hostingfacts, 2020).
This scenario has proved that the dependence on the
online based marketing tools among the business firms
is increasing. Among the available tools for marketing
actions run on online stages especially the promotional
strategies have been conducted through YouTube in
recent time where it ensures effectiveness of advertising as well as the cheapest platform option for the
business owners (Forbes, 2018). On the other hand, the
YouTube video advertising or YouTube ads has
outperformed the Google ads and Facebook Ads for
the travel brands where the Google stats also presented
about 88% YouTube searches related to attractions,
UniversePG l www.universepg.com

Year 2017

Year 2018

Year 2019

Fig 2: Globally advertising revenues of YouTube from
2017 to 2019 (Statista, 2020).
There are three available options for the travel
marketers to use YouTube video ads to convey their
destinations’ images or brands to the prospective
travelers through bumper ads, in-stream ads and
discovery ads as people are spending more time on
watching videos (Rasmussen, 2017). The digital
generation of travelers has come to a point where they
spend more time watching video guides for travel
plans which is enhancing by 118% year over year.
Taking the example from 2013, data showed how the
video content is getting overwhelmed both by the
communities and the brands also.
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from video content marketing. A stat from YouTube
Data has also revealed that about 71 % travel searches
on YouTube are based on destination names (Kaushal,
2014).

Brand or
professionally
released
Community
Footage

33%

67%

Fig 3: Brands and community created videos over
internet (Crowel et al., 2014)
The trends among internet users has experienced
changes among travel content seekers who are
considered as potential tourists to search for videos on
destinations, attractions, hotels and other accommodations facilities, online travel agency services,
cruises and other relevant travel information required
for travel decisions. The year over year changes along
with the particular video search has revealed another
picture.
The accumulative view from the above figure
constitutes that the travel brands are getting benefits

Fig 4: The trends in top search travel videos and
changes year over year (Google Data, 2014).
Even the nature of the targeted markets can be easily
verifiable that remains a prerequisite for promotional
activity. Sneaking into the travel channel subscribers
can be an option to exhibit the right target market. The
below figure has been provided by YouTube data
which can be worked as a preview to dig out more on
particular target markets to make marketing decisions.

Table 3: A preview for identifying customers from YouTube (Source: Google Data, 2014)
Travel Platforms
All Travel Channels Type
Official Brand Channels
Official Networks
Travel Reviews
Travel Footage
Travel vlogs

Today's Traveler (25-64)

Tomorrow’s Traveler (18-24)

50%
66%
76%
64%
66%
43%

38%
27%
19%
29%
24%
44%

In selecting the right channels for video advertising or
selecting the time can also be attainable through the
aid of YouTube algorithms. In traditional promotional
strategy, selecting the appropriate channels for the
target market is necessary to transfer promotional
information to the prospective customers and even the
promotion period needs to be specified prior to actual
operation. There are various YouTube channels working on travel contents such as travel blogs, travel brand
channels, travel footage, review and official travel
network. And it is necessary to find out the best option
to promote the brand just like taking decisions from
the statistics below given by Google Data.
UniversePG l www.universepg.com

Fig 5: A preview for identifying customers from
YouTube (Google Data, 2014).
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Travel Blogs

7%
11%

divert their promotional channels which can be
understood from the example of Facebook as a part of
digital marketing.

Travel Brand

47%
16%

Travel Footage
Reviews and Tips

19%

Official Travel
Networks
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So, the above discussion has guided us to a point to
consider online videos for marketing plans of tourism
businesses specifically for the YouTube platform
where the fastest growing industry can be a powerful
channel to enhance alongside education and learning.
YouTube has become a place where people share their
experiences creating word of mouth advertising while
looking for their next travel decision.
CONCLUSION:
YouTube offers a place where anyone can express
their thoughts, ideas and reviews without any
hesitation and therefore, enjoy an environment of
maximum democracy. The nature of prospective
tourists is not only confined in just buying tourism
products, but also they try to project their experiences
considering the early visitors’ experience. This study
will help the stakeholders involved in tourism
activities to understand the significance of online
promotional platforms and also the role of YouTube in
awaking people to make their travel decisions. The
data on the trend on people’s online surfing behavior
reveals why this medium has become influential to
reach customers in recent time. On the other hand, the
information on YouTube favors the arguments in using
it as one of the effective promotional tools. The lack of
enough updated and specific data on YouTube travel
videos may not satisfy the current trends as it involves
cost in getting those data. So, the future studies can be
conducted in finding out the capacity of specific videos
attracting travelers to take travel services. The recent
behavior among the Bangladeshi people on the online
platform suggests a new path for the businesses to
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